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Abstract. Muon colliders oer special opportunities to discover and study new
physics. With the high intensity source of muons at the front end, orders of magnitude
improvements would be realized in searches for rare muon processes, in deep inelastic
muon and neutrino scattering experiments, and in long-baseline neutrino oscillation ex-
periments. At a 100 to 500 GeV muon collider, neutral Higgs boson (or techni-particle)
masses, widths and couplings could be precisely measured via s-channel production.






t, Zh and supersymmetric particle
pairs would precisely determine the corrresponding masses and test supersymmetric
radiative corrections. At the high energy frontier a 3 to 4 TeV muon collider is ideally
suited for the study of scalar supersymmetric particles and extra Z-bosons or strong
WW scattering.
I INTRODUCTION
The agenda of physics at a muon collider falls into three categories: front end
physics with a high-intensity muon source, First Muon Collider (FMC) physics at
a machine with center-of-mass energies of 100 to 500 GeV, and Next Muon Collider
(NMC) physics at 3{4 TeV center-of-mass energies.
At the front end, a high-intensity muon source will permit searches for rare muon
processes at branching sensitivities that are orders of magnitude below present
upper limits. Also, a high-energy muon-proton collider can be constructed to probe
high Q
2
phenomena beyond the reach of the HERA ep collider. In addition, the
decaying muons will provide high-intensity neutrino beams for precision neutrino
cross-section measurements and for long-baseline experiments.
The FMC will be a unique facility for neutral Higgs boson (or techni-resonance)
studies through s-channel resonance production. Measurements can also be made


























duction that will determine the corresponding masses to high precision. Chargino,
neutralino, slepton and sneutrino pair production cross section measurements would







factory, utilizing the partial polarization of the muons, could allow




precision and in B-mixing and CP-violating
studies.
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The NMC will be particularly valuable for reconstructing supersymmetric parti-
cles of high mass from their complex cascade decay chains. Also, any Z
0
resonances
within the kinematic reach of the machine would give enormous event rates. The
eects of virtual Z
0
states would be detectable to high mass. If no Higgs bosons
exist below 1 TeV, then the NMC would be the ideal machine for the study of
strong WW scattering at TeV energies.
Plus, there are numerous other new physics possibilities for muon facilities that
are beyond the scope of the present report [?]. In the following sections the physics
opportunities above are discussed in greater detail. The work on physics at muon
colliders reported in Sections III, VI and IX is largely based on collaborations with
M.S. Berger, J.F. Gunion and T. Han.
II FRONT END PHYSICS
A Rare muon decays
The planned muon ux 10
14
muons/sec for a muon collider dramatically eclipses
the ux 10
8
muons/sec of present sources. With an intense source the rare muon
processes ! e (current branching fraction< 0:4910
 12
), N ! eN conversion,
and the muon electric dipole moment can be probed at very interesting levels. A
generic prediction of supersymmetric grand unied theories is that these lepton
avor violating or CP violating processes should occur via loops at signicant rates,
e.g. BF(! e)  10
 13
[?]. Lepton avor violation can also occur via Z
0
bosons,
lepton quarks, and heavy neutrinos [?].
B p collider
The possibility of colliding 200 GeV muons with 1000 GeV protons at Fermilab
is under study [?]. This collider would reach a maximum Q
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, which is 300 times the HERA luminosity. The p collider would
produce 10
6





, which is over a factor 10
3
higher than at HERA. This p collider would
have a sensitivity to probe leptoquarks up to a mass M
LQ
 800 GeV and contact
interactions to a scale   6{9 TeV [?].
C Neutrino ux
Muon decays are the way to make neutrino beams of well dened avors [?,?]. A
muon collider would yield a neutrino ux 1000 times that of the presently available
neutrino ux. Then 10
6
N and N events per year could be obtained to measure
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